In wind-resistant design of structures, the calculation of wind coefficients is usually based on data from wind tunnel tests. The process is very time-consuming and expensive. In order to predict wind coefficients of rectangular buildings, polynomial and nonlinear regression were studied. Also, artificial neural networks (ANNs) were used as well to train, simulate and forecast wind coefficients using terrain, side ratio (D/B) and aspect ratio (H/B) as inputs. The neural networks used include BP (Back Propagation), RBF (Radial Basis Function) and GR (General Regression) neural networks. According to the investigation presented in this paper, RBF neural network is the most effective mean to predict wind coefficients.
Introduction
Artificial neural network (ANN) is an approach to simulate or predict the results of complex domain by using similar (but highly simplified) models of the biological structures found in human brain. Training ANNs with existing cases with reasonable answers can deduct multi-variable nonlinear models to predict the results of similar problems. ANNs are good candidates to be incorporated in our aero-data based wind resistant design approach [Wang et al. (2010) and (2011) ] to perform data mining and knowledge discovery from our aerodynamic database.
Please be noted that the purpose of the work reported here is not to replace wind tunnel experiments. The objective is to utilize wind tunnel experiment aerodynamic databases to develop an expert system for generating design wind loads of tall buildings. It can be used at the preliminary design stage to get reasonably accurate design wind loads without performing costly and time-consuming wind tunnel tests.
At first, alongwind mean coefficient of base shear (Cd) is used as the target of wind coefficient prediction. According to our findings, RBF neural network is the most effective method among the five candidates. The final goal is to trained RBF neural networks to predict alongwind, acrosswind and torsional wind coefficients all together. Consequently, the trained networks can be embedded in a building design wind load expert system as displayed in [Wang et al. (2005) and (2011)] to estimate wind force coefficients and calculate wind loads. This paper focuses on the presentation of the various approaches with emphasis on the detailed result comparisons and discussions of alongwind force coefficient predictions.
Scope and Data Processing
The design wind load aerodynamic database developed at the Wind Engineering Research Center of Tamkang University Taiwan (WERC-TKU) [Cheng et al. (2007) and (2008) ] consists of four parts: (i) isolated tall buildings, (ii) interference effects of two adjacent tall buildings, (iii) other buildings and structures and (iv) CFD based. The data used for this research is from the aerodynamic database for isolated tall buildings.
The wind tunnel measurements and their analysis of various generic building shapes have been performed at WERC-TKU to construct the aerodynamic database for isolated tall buildings. Total of 150-plus building shapes were studied. The wind force coefficients and reduced force spectra in the alongwind, acrosswind and torsional directions of earlier models were measured through HFFB, whereas later were measured through multi-channel electronic pressure scanning system. Sharing the same goal of similar researches that predict wind coefficients for buildings such as Bitsuamlak et al. (1999) , Chen et al. (2003) etc., this research selected pressure measurements of several models in the WERC aerodynamic database to investigate the prediction of wind force coefficients. A total of 135 wind tunnel experiment data sets as described in Table 1 were used. At the preliminary stage of this research, alongwind mean coefficient of base shear Cd is used as an indicator for selection of the final prediction method. Two regression methods and three neural network methods were used for the forecast of Cd. In order to yield better results, data grouping strategies, as described in Table 2 , were studied as well. 
Regression Analysis
The fitting results, root mean square errors (RMSE) and the maximum errors of the applications in Table 2 are summarized in Table 3 to 5. All the analyses were performed using MATLAB's build-in regression analysis functions. Note that the aspect ratio, symboled as H/B, in the equations is actually H/ BD .
For the side ratio series (the 2 nd equation in Table 3 ), 15 equations with different p 1 and p 2 parameters were fitted. The maximum errors exceed 100% in some cases, which are not usable. The 1st equation in Table 3 , which is the aspect ratio series, is very accurate. However, it needs 27 equations with different p 1 and p 2 to forecast Cd with different aspect ratios, and the series of equations cannot be used for cases that are not covered by the original 9 side ratios.
The three nonlinear regression equations in Table 4 use aspect and side ratio as independent variables to estimate Cd, which solve the problem of polynomial regression. As shown in Table 5 , adding terrain exposure ( ) to the independent variables further reduces the equation to one and retains about the same level of precision. The RMSE is about the same and the maximum error, which occurred at terrain A this time, rises somewhat. 
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ANN Wind Coefficient Predictions
Three different neural network architectures were used, namely BP (Back Propagation), RBF (Radial Basis Function) and GR (General Regression) to forecast Cd. All the training and testing were performed using MATLAB's neural network toolbox, and the results are shown in Table 6 and 7. The inputs of the networks in Table 6 are aspect and side ratio and an additional input, terrain, is added for the networks in Table 7 . All the ANN output is Cd.
Various parameters were adjusted when training the networks in order to find the best results. Different numbers of neuron centers (NC) for BPNN, mean squared error goal (GOAL) for RBFNN, spread of radial basis functions (SPREAD) for both RBFNN and GRNN were investigated. For the BPNNs, the number of center points was increased gradually. The best results usually occurred when the neuron center was set to two or three. When the center points were over five the validation errors tended to increase. For the RBFNNs, the GOAL was set first, followed by adjusting the SPREAD to achieve better accuracy. It sometimes was necessary to change the GOAL to reach a better estimation. The final settings are listed in Table 6 and 7.
The errors of the three different ANNs are all acceptable as indicated in Table 6 and 7. RBFNN has the best results in both tables. Referring to Table 6 and 4, the results of BPNN are comparable to nonlinear regression for the terrain series. However, RBFNN and GRNN are clearly better.
Comparing the results in Table 5 and 7, it is conclusive that the ANN models have clear advantage over nonlinear regression when only one equation or one network is used. Especially, the RBFNN model in Table 7 works extremely well. It is better than the other two ANN methods in Table 6 . Also, the errors of the one-network RBFNN are just slightly higher compared with the RBFNN three-network terrain series. 
Predictions for Multiple Alongwind Coefficients
Based on the investigation of prediction of Cd in the previous sections, RBFNN was selected as the simulation model for all four alongwind force coefficients in Table 8 . Using four RBFNNs for the four coefficients, the training and testing results are summarized in Table 9 . The mean coefficients Cd and Cdm had the best results, which the errors are all below 9%. However, the maximum error of Cdd is over 55% for both training and validation cases. Instead of using four single-output RBFNNs, neural network architectures with multiple outputs were studied. At first, the 4 wind coefficients were divided into 2 categories, mean and RMS. The inputs are still terrain, aspect ratio and side ratio. The results are listed in Table 10 and 11. For the mean coefficient Cd and Cdm, the errors are even less than the dedicated networks in Table 9 . The errors of the training cases are all below 10% for the RMS coefficient, Cdd and Cdmd, an improvement for Cdd. However, the results of the validation cases are extremely poor, especially for Cdmd. After extensive experiments of different combinations, finally, we trained one RBF neural network to predict all four alongwind coefficients. The root mean square errors and the absolute maximum errors of the RBFNN are summarized in Table 12 . This reduced the number of network to one, which is good for practical application. Usually, the extension of the prediction scope tends to drop accuracy, but comparing Table 10 and 12, the RMSEs for Cd and Cdm are not that different. On the other hand, the maximum errors for Cdd and Cdmd improve dramatically.
For alongwind coefficients, the predictions of the mean coefficients, Cd and Cdm, are better than the RMS coefficients, Cdd and Cdmd. On the whole, the estimations at terrain B and C are better than terrain A. Using Cd and Cdm (as shown in Table 13 and 14) as examples, the average prediction errors are around 1.5%. The error distribution is similar for Cd and Cdm. The worst errors all occur at cases with aspect ratio 7, and side ratio 0.25. 
Conclusions
Several methods, including polynomial regression, nonlinear regression and ANN, have been carefully studied for the prediction of wind force coefficient Cd. Our investigation showed that using RBFNN yielded the best results in terms of accuracy and usefulness. Based on this finding, the same RBFNN architecture was applied for the prediction of all the four alongwind coefficients under study.
Further study demonstrated that instead of using individual RBFNN for the 4 wind coefficients, training one RBF neural network with four outputs for all the alongwind coefficients (Cd, Cdd, Cdm and Cdmd) yielded better result.
Analyzing the RBFNN simulation results, the following remarks can be made: (1) The RMSEs and maximum errors decrease when using one network to predict four alongwind coefficients compared with using four single purpose RBFNNs. (2) Among the alongwind coefficients, Cd and Cdm can be better estimated than Cdd and Cdmd. (3) The worst case scenario happens at different terrain for different wind force coefficients. (4) The worse errors tend to happen with side ratio 0.2, 0.25 and 0.333 building models.
